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The Problem

Need to set up identical programming environment for every user (for e.g. teaching, workshops,
data analytics teams).

Should work on any client machine, independent of OS and hardware.

Adding packages/libraries should be easy.

Should plug into existing authentication systems.

Should be scalable if number of users increase.

Jupyter Notebook: Code, Plots and Paper in a Single File

Write code and see its output.

Read data, analyze it and visualize it.

In the same document, draft your paper/report using MarkDown or LATEX.

Supports many programming languages [2] including python, julia, ruby,
haskell . . .

Rich extensions [1] ecosystem.

Easily export [3] to PDF, HTML and more. Output customizable via user
specified jinja templates.

JupyterHub: Jupyter Notebooks as a Service
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Each user gets own docker container and notebook
server.

Docker image exactly specifies the tools users have
access to.

Docker volumes: each user can access a shared
filesystem.

Multiple authenticators [4] are supported: Bit-
bucket, GitHub, GitLab, Google, MediaWiki, Open-
Shift etc.

– Easy to write ones own authenticator.

Resource allocation: each user can be allocated X
GB memory.

Multiple kernels can be simultaneously available:
python, haskell, julia . . .
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The Solution: JupyterHub

Users need nothing more than a web browser.

Each user gets identical tools, libraries (specified via a docker image).

Scales for high number of users using kubernetes.

Integration into existing authentication system (LDAP, GitHub, GitLab etc).

Support for more than 20 programming languages.

Jupyter notebook file format: code, plots, images and markdown/LATEXtext in the same file.

Our Setup

A data literacy course open to all departments in University of Göttingen [8].

60 participants on first iteration.

JupyterHub provides the computing environment.

Deployed by GWDG on a VMWare Cluster.

Using the docker image jupyter/datascience-notebook, provides many popular tools in
python data science ecosystem (numpy, matplotlib, pandas, seaborn · · · )

Each user allocated 4 GB RAM.

CPU and RAM hotplug supported for dynamic scaling up.

Outlook

JupyterHub at scale

Scale to large number of users: deploy on a kubernetes [5] cluster.

Scale to a HPC cluster

– Integrate with a queuing system [9] like Sun Grid Engine.

– ipyparallel [6] for easy parallelization.

Feature wishlist

Collaboratively working on Jupyter notebooks.

Easier way to version control (maybe jupytext [7]).
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